


Welcome to 

function . elegance . harmony

About

LEICHT, is a renowned German kitchen brand with a global presence. For over 90 years, it 

has stood for innovativeness and a contemporary aesthetic geared towards functionality and 

the surrounding architecture. LEICHT kitchens are made with the finest materials, and they 

are designed to last for years to come.

Recognized as the architectural kitchen specialist, LEICHT proudly collaborates as an exclu-

sive partner with Le Corbusier. This partnership provides our valued LEICHT customers with 

an exceptional chance to personalize their kitchens with the iconic colours associated with 

Le Corbusier, ensuring that your kitchen becomes a truly distinctive masterpiece.

Inside Living are exclusive dealers of LEICHT in Southern Africa.

www.inside.co.za/leicht info@inside.co.za Social Media

by

https://web.facebook.com/LeichtSA
https://www.instagram.com/leicht_sa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/inside-living/?originalSubdomain=za
https://pin.it/43H8Pq3
https://www.youtube.com/@insideliving5862


2023
Collection

BOSSA

CONTINO ≡ Ξ12 Kyoto

LEICHT offers more fin-
ishes, door styles, cabinet 
hardware options and 
lighting options than any 
other European manufac-
turer.

With the collection 2023, 
our focus is on three 
ranges namely, Contino, 
Bossa, and Kyoto.



Contino Ξ12 Elegantly Minimal

Thanks to the reduced material thickness of this 

range, in terms of its feel in direct comparison to 

thicker standard fronts. The new product is graceful, 

shapely and elegant. It inspires a minimal design aes-

thetic and offers a decluttered kitchen with sleek and 

streamlined architectural lines.

Contino 12 presents different planning scenarios, 

with a new, handleless kitchen front in a thickness of 

12 mm and the finest manufacturing quality. Available 

either with a lacquer finish or in aluminium, the thin 

front rounds off different room designs with an ele-

gant design language and architecturally clear lines.

LEICHT has received the “Special Mention” award for 

Contino„12 in the “Excellent Product Design” category 

of the highly acclaimed German Design Award 2023”



Bossa Iconic Setting

BOSSA, is a surface with thick veneer application and 

vertical embossing. The complete cladding of the han-

dle-less kitchen run and adjoining units with the new 

BOSSA range in Walnut is an architectural statement 

that makes no compromise in terms of function or 

aesthetics.

The protruding, linear bars of the multi-award-win-

ning BOSSA front create a warm, uniform overall ap-

pearance and give the kitchen a three-dimensional 

effect.



Kyoto Japanese Sensuality

The planning principle of Kyoto is inspired by the sen-

suality of Japanese craft culture.

The essential design feature is the well-thought-out 

planning approach of using panels, shelves, and hor-

izontal solid wood grip rail profiles and the resulting 

spatial lattice structure, which, on the one hand, cre-

ates natural traditional-looking real wood furniture, 

but, on the other radiates simple urban modernity.

Available in Oak and Walnut finish, KYOTO offers our 

customers an ideal range and design principle that 

fulfils the desire for high quality, warmth, and natu-

ralness.



Down to the finest detail. 

No room for human error.

Quality & Technology Technology

LEICHT uses a variety of tools and technology to ensure that LEICHT products are of the highest 

quality. They use CNC machines to cut the materials to precise specifications, and they use robots 

together with expert craftsmen to assemble the cabinetry. 

Here are some of the specific technologies that LEICHT uses:

CNC machines

These machines are used to cut the wood to precise specifications. This ensures that the cabinetry is 

perfectly aligned and that the joints are tight. 

Robotic Automation

Automated robotic assembly lines are used to assemble the cabinetry. This ensures that the as-

sembly is done quickly and accurately, so that the finished product will provide the required perfor-

mance for years to come.

Finishing techniques

LEICHT has a variety of finishing techniques available to give the kitchens their distinctive look. 



Our Work

House Effting

From the brief, our team designed a stylish and modern kitchen 

that can handle the unique needs of our client’s daily routine and 

incorporated easy-to-clean surfaces and materials to make clean-

ing up after messy farm work a breeze. 

 

The resulting kitchen is a perfect balance of functionality and 

style. With our LEICHT Madero (wild oak), Barrique Bondi (olive 

grey), and fossil grey finishes with Contino handle sprayed to 

match. To our Inside Living Easytouch - mineral green and sand 

finishes in the scullery to complement the kitchen.

House Joubert

After building their previous house with a bright white and natural colour pallet, 

our client wanted to try something different with ultra sleek and modern finish-

es giving dark and moody tones. Our latest creation in Bondi whispers secrets of 

sophistication, with moody hues and a sleek Carbon Grey finish that dances with 

the play of light. The heart of the home, cloaked in Bondi - Carbon Grey stands as 

a testament to daring design. 



Our Work

House Willcocks

This beautiful and homely kitchen in Olive Grey Bondi features 

the LED lights around the channel handles, Vero glass units and 

the Fossil grey door finish with shelf healing nanotech. 

These are some of the product features that show our ability to 

deliver luxury modern kitchens.

House Moola

Our client did not hold back on coordination. From her brief, we were able to de-

sign this elegant yet functional kitchen in Walnut le midi F45. Subtly coordinated 

details, such as the coffee station, dining nook window seat and baking station 

underline the sophisticated, luxurious look of this exceptional kitchen. 



Cape Town
021 422 1188
jay@inside.co.za
Level  1, 10 Orphan 
Street

www.inside.co.za/leicht

Umhlanga
063 562 9730
paulo@inside.co.za
Shop 9, The Zen, 
31 Zenith Drive 
Umhlanga Rocks

Plettenberg Bay
082 325 2569
james@inside.co.za
Shop L14, Lookout 
Centre Courtyard 18 
Main Street

Winelands
082 325 2569
james@inside.co.za

Johannesburg
011 463 4403
dean@inside.co.za
22 Commerce cres 
Kramerville,  Sandton

Nelspruit
079 888 6110
nelspruit@inside.co.za 
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